Abstract: Based on the ray transformation matrix formalism, we propose a simple method for generation of paraxial beams performing anisotropic rotation in the phase space during their propagation through isotropic optical systems. The widely discussed spiral beams are the particular case of these beams. The propagation of these beams through the symmetric fractional Fourier transformer is demonstrated by numerical simulations.
Introduction
The analysis and synthesis of spiral paraxial beams, whose transversal intensity distribution rotates around the axis without changing its form (except for some scaling) during its propagation in free space, have been treated in many publications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Here we propose an alternative approach for the description of spiral beams based on the ray transformation matrix formalism which is suitable for the analysis of their propagation through any isotropic paraxial optical system (IOS). Moreover, this method is also valid for the design of beams which perform other types of phase-space rotations during their propagation through an IOS.
Beam propagation through a lossless paraxial optical system is described by the canonical integral transformation [6] , represented by operator T R , whose kernel is parameterized by the real symplectic ray transformation matrix T, which relates the position ( , ) 
Here we use dimensionless variables. Note that the variables ( , ) r p form, in paraxial approximation, optical phase space. Using the modified Iwasawa decomposition [7] , the properly normalized ray transformation matrix T can be written as a product of three matrices,
where the first matrix L T with the symmetric matrix 
respectively. In particular, the FrFT is responsible for the rotation in ( , ) U corresponds to a phase-space rotator described by the matrix 2 1 U U . The experimental setups capable to perform these phase-space rotators were discussed in Ref [8] .
Isotropic and anisotropic phase-space rotators
All the transforms associated with orthogonal ray transformation matrix produce rotation in phase space. Nevertheless, one of them, corresponding to the symmetric FrFT, . Correspondingly, the construction of the spiral beams during the propagation through the IOS reduces to the generation of such beams for the symmetric fractional Fourier transformer. We recall that beam propagation through optical fiber with a quadratic refractive index profile corresponds to the symmetric FrFT of its complex field amplitude at angles ϕ defined by the propagation distance z and the refractive index gradient g: ϕ = gz [11] . Note that in this case φ can cover the interval of several periods of 2π. Other fractional Fourier transformers can be constructed using one or two spherical lenses. The realization of other phase-space rotators, ar T R , requires the application of asymmetric optical elements such as cylindrical lenses or mirrors. Nevertheless, it is possible, as for the spiral beams, to design beams Ψ(r) for which the evolution of their intensity distribution during the propagation through the IOS (symmetric FrFT,
) and the anisotropic phasespace rotator ar T R will be identical
Below the operator for the canonical transform T R associated with orthosymplectic matrix T will be denoted by U R .
Design of rotating beams
Let us consider the way how to generate the beams which satisfy Eq. (2). Note that any ar U may be factored as
ar f
where 0 U is also unitary matrix [12] . It has been shown [13, 14] 
